
 

 

 

 

The main article this time is a creativity one . Below , are two things 
to make – one suited more for girls and one for boys however if you 
want to do any , it`s fine! 

SEED BAGS… 
A seed bag – what an Earth ? This handy little bag can be filled with 

seeds to be planted in your garden! Follow the steps below…  

1. Get two pieces of material.  
2. Get a needle and black thread he stich them together , make sure 

not to stich the top! If you can sow, try to do a cross stich! 
3. Get a long bit of material to make a loop so you can hold it. 
FINISHED ! If you want you can decorate it with stickers 
 

GOO… 
An adult is needed to help out! 

1. Get ½ a cup of glue and mix with ½ a cup of cold water with 
green food colouring. 

2. In a separate container , mix a table spoon of Borax ( washing 
detergent) into one cup of just below boiling water. GET AN 

ADULT TO HELP! 
3. Put the two substances together then mix. Soon a  blob should 

appear , take it out then knead it . Don`t eat it! Keep it I a 
ziplock bag… 

 

 
 

 

 Welcome to the 6th  edition of The Whisperer! 

This month ( May) has been a great month 

hasn`t it? We have had the Y6&2 SATS , 

World Awareness Weeks and several school 

trips! This term , we all need to say a 

MASSIVE thank you to the Kitchen Club 

,Breakfast Club , Cygnet ,  Tesco and all of 

the teachers. WELL DONE! We all need to 

say a massive thank you ! 
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The whole school have been noticed by 
the Whisperer due to the fact that 
EVERYONE has visited every classroom 
and met EVERY teacher , from YR`s to 
Y6`s. Everyone is extremely proud of the 
YR`s for having the courage to go round 
to each classroom and be taught for 3 
hours by a different teacher. In addition , 
each group had an hour with the Kitchen 
Club ( represented my Mrs Tim and Mrs 
Noonan) to cook from either a Indian 
menu or a Chinese menu. YUM!  

Y6 have been practicing since November for the SATS 

and this month, they finally came this month! The 11th, 

12th, 13th and 14th of May were the dates of the SATS 

for the Y6`s . Mrs Saville, Mrs Voss, and all te the 

helping TA`s were extremely happy with the way that 

the class coped. They were treated on Friday with a 

WHOLE day of DT ( Design and Technology) , making 

an eco-house .  

Also Y2 have been completing SATS , well doe both 

classes! 



swimming, including your old pooch. Baby, give me your seat , I 
want to  
The Ugli Fruit – what a funny name! This interesting Citrus fruit 
originates from a country called Jamaica ( located in the Caribbean) 
but can also be grown in the USA. From a distance , the Ugli fruit 
appears to be a cross between a Grapefruit and a mandarin although 
its skin is wrinkled , yellow , rough and sometimes may appear a little 
blotchy.  The taste is supposed to be sourer than an Orange but less 
bitter than a Mandarin – weird! Overall , the Ugli fruit is extremely 
interesting an can be purchased in the UK from fruit shops during the 
season of Spring … 

 

What  is  your  favourite  subject  

at  school,  is  it  literacy  ,  or  

maths?  Maybe  history?  Well  

here  at  the  Whisperer  ,  we  

would  like  to  do  a  survey  on  

the  schools  favourite  

subjects!  If  you  wish  to  

participate  ,  please  give  us  a  

piece  of  paper  with  your  

favourite  subject…  

UGLI FRUIT 

COMPETION! 

The Whisperers 6th challenge is to design a mythical animal. You can base it on 
an already believed in one (such as a Minotaur, Centaur) or you can make your 
own up. Every entry will get a prize but from each class , one will be chosen to 
receive a main prize. If you would like to enter the competition , you should follow 
the Star Challenge guidelines below then hand it in before the 19th Of June , 
GOOD LUCK! : 

∗ One Star – Draw your mythical creature  
∗ * Two Star – Draw your Mythical creature and label it`s 

features 
∗ ** Three Star – Draw your Mythical creature and put 

adjectives ( WOW words)  around it  

We chose this picture as it is extremely funny. This baby is 
rather peculiar – isn`t it? 

The sport of the month is rock climbing. Rock 
climbing is a fun sport which is as mentally 
demanding as physically. Whilst you Rock Climb , 
you must plan your route up the rock face. If you 
get really good , you could even try to climb 
Mount Everest! Rock climbing is a sport which 
requires a long time of practice.  

Certain leisure centres have artificial rock faces 
that you can learn to climb on. If you practice 
hard, you can start climbing on real walls. 
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT! Ask your parents 
If you want to try Rock Climbing! 
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